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Abstract. For rotor-stator contact ofJEFFCOTT rotors with flexibly supported rigid stators dif-
ferent motion patterns have been described in previous research. Due to the large amplitudes
occuring the most relevant motion pattern to security is backward whirl. Backward whirl can
lead to destruction of the whole rotor-stator system. The negative frequency component of the
backward whirl was found to be invariant regarding to rotor speed. In contrast to this, the
inclusion of gyroscopic effects leads to speed-dependent negative frequency components, pre-
viously shown in numerical simulations. Additionally, these results show that more than one
backward whirl motion occurs during a single quasi-stationary run-up. In this paper, an ana-
lytical approximation for backward whirl for systems with distinctive gyroscopics is developed
using an extendedJEFFCOTT rotor model. Typically, the gap between rotor and stator is very
small compared to the backward whirl amplitudes. Because ofthis, the negative backward whirl
frequency component for each chosen rotor speed is very close to a negative natural frequency
of the coupled rotor-stator system. Thus, the coupled natural frequency can be used as an ap-
proach to solve the equations of motion. This allows the calculation of the resulting backward
whirl amplitudes for a rotor with gyroscopic effects at eachrotor speed. These results can be
used for prediction of contact-induced damages during rotor-stator contact.
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NOMENCLATURE

Latin Symbols
B damping matrix
b damping coefficient, Ns/m, Nms
f excitation force vector
F force, N
G gyroscopic matrix
K stiffness matrix
k stiffness coefficient, N/m, N, Nm
M mass center of the disk
M mass matrix
m mass, kg
N circulatory matrix
q displacement vector
R shaft center
r complex displacement, m
S center of the stator
s average nominal gap, m
y horizontal axis
z vertical axis

Greek Symbols
α angular eccentricity of the disk
δ instantaneous minimal gap, m
ε radial eccentricity, m
Θ moment of inertia, kgm2

κ2 ratio of inertiaΘp/Θa

µ friction coefficient
φ complex inclination angle
ϕ rotation angle of the rotor
Ψ backward whirl frequency, 1/s
ψ contact point angle
Ω rotor speed, 1/s
ω natural frequency, 1/s

Subscripts
A contact ring
a axial
b backward
C contact
f forward
l lower
M center of mass
N normal
n n-th
p polar
R rotor
RS rotor+stator (s=0)
S stator
U Unbalance
u upper
ϕ rotation
Ψ backward whirl
Ω synchronous

1 INTRODUCTION

When designing rotating machinery, it is generally important to keep the gap between rotor
and housing as small as possible, since in fluid machinery, leakage will reduce efficiency; and
in electrical machinery, large clearances result in performance losses. However, as the gap be-
tween rotating and stationary parts is reduced, the risk of contact increases. Hence, the study
of rotor-stator contact has become increasingly importantin recent years. The dynamic be-
havior during rotor-stator contact is particulary important for flexible rotors, as such systems
have to tolerate large rotor deflections while crossing the critical speeds. This problem was
first mentioned by Taylor [1] and Newkirk [2]. Johnson [3] wasthe first to describe the syn-
chronous motion of a JEFFCOTT rotor contacting a stator. Black [4] and Ehrich [5] expanded
this description to include forward and backward whirl motions containing components with
negative frequencies. Subsynchronous motion during contact was first observed by Ehrich [6]
and Bently [7]. Sub- and supersynchronous motion patterns of the rotor are examined in detail
by Choi and Noah [8]. Up to this point a good overview of the work in this field was given by
Muszynska [9]. Later, Ehrich [10] described the occurrenceof chaotic behavior. A very com-
prehensive description of various possible motion patterns and conditions for their occurrence
was given by Ehehalt [11]. Special emphasis was placed on forward and backward whirl and
on the backward frequency components occurring with these motion patterns. It was found that
the negative frequencies of the backward components are almost unaffected by the rotor speed.
In general, rotor systems often exhibit gyroscopic effects. The gyroscopic effects cause a split-
ting of backward and forward natural frequencies. Because of the difference of forward and
backward eigenfrequencies additional resonance phenomena occur during rotor-stator contact.
These phenomena which have been examined by numerical simulations in previous work [12]
are the focus of this paper. To be able to make predictions forthe backward whirl frequencies
and amplitudes plus the transitions from one motion patternto another an analytic approach is
reasonable.
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2 MATHEMATICAL MODEL

Figure 1 shows the extended model used to describe the fundamental behavior of rotor-stator
contact for a gyroscopic rotor. The model consists of a JEFFCOTT rotor with distinctive gyro-
scopics [13], a flexibly mounted rigid stator and a viscoelastic contact model.
The rotor consists of a flexible shaft (stiffness matrixK) carrying a rigid disk with the mass
matrix M and showing a radial mass eccentricityεM (static unbalance) and the angular ec-
centricity α (couple unbalance). The rotor is externally damped (damping matrix B). The
gyroscopic effect is described by the gyroscopic matrixG and the circulatory matrixN . The
displacement vector of the rotor

q =

[
rR

φ

]
(1)

is composed of the complex shaft deflectionr = z+iy and the complex shaft inclinationφ=
ϕz+iϕy . The equation of motion of the rotor,

M q̈ + (B+G) q̇ + (K+N) q = fU + fC , (2)

contains on the right hand side the excitation force vectorfU (static and couple unbalance) and
the contact force vectorfC ,

fU = −

[
εM mR

α (Θa−Θp)

](
eiϕ

)..
and fC = −

[
FC

0

]
. (3)

The mass, damping and stiffness matrices are constant,

M =

[
mR 0
0 Θa

]
, B =

[
bR 0
0 bR,ϕ

]
and K =

[
k11 −ik12

ik12 k22

]
, (4)

whereas the gyroscopic and the circulatory matrices

G =

[
0 0
0 −iΘp ϕ̇

]
and N =

[
0 0
0 −iΘp ϕ̈

]
(5)
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Figure 1: Sketch of the rotor-stator system (left) and kinematic relationships between rotor and stator (right).
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depend on the angular velocitẏϕ and the angular acceleration̈ϕ of the rotor. The geometric
eccentricity of the contact surface on the rotor isεA.
The stator (massmS) is assumed to be a rigid circular ring supported by isotropic springs
(stiffnesskS) and dampers (damping coefficientbS). The nominal radial clearance between
rotor and stator iss. Misalignment between rotor and stator can be considered bythe static
stator offsetrS stat. If the rotor touches the stator, the distanceδ (Figure 1) goes to zero and
a contact forceFC is established. Hence, the stator dynamics is described by the equation of
motion

mS r̈S + bS ṙS + kS (rS−rS stat) = FC . (6)

The nonlinear contact forceFC is composed of a normal componentFCN and a tangential
componentFCT . Assuming a dry friction condition with the COULOMB friction coefficientµ,
the contact force is given by

FC = (1 + iµ)FCN , (7)

as long as the relative circumferential velocity between rotor and stator at the contact point C is
positive. Whether rotor and stator contact each other is determined by the distanceδ which is
described by the kinematic relation

rR − rS = (s− δ) eiψ. (8)

In case of no contact, the angleψ defines the direction of smallest distanceδ; and in case of
contactψ defines the direction of the normal component

FCN = |FCN | e
iψ (9)

of the contact forceFC on the stator.
The flexible contact model assumes that the surfaces of rotorand stator can be deformed. Hence,
a small penetration of rotor and stator represented byδ < 0 is allowed. The contact force of a
flexible contact model depends on the penetration depth−δ and is described by viscoelastic
elements.
Several contact models are discussed in Markert [14], whereit is shown that for appropriate
contact parameters, the type of the contact model has no significant effect on the calculated
global behavior of rotor-stator systems. For the transientnumerical studies made by Siegl et.
al [12], the normal component of the contact force is assumedto be pseudo-linearly related to
the penetration depth−δ and to the relative normal velocitẏδ between rotor and stator, i. e.

FCN =
〈
kC (−δ) − 〈bC δ̇ 〉

〉
〈−δ 〉0 eiψ (10)

where

〈δ〉 =

{
0
δ

when
δ ≤ 0
δ > 0

(11)

is an extended switching function. Equation (11) ensures that on the one hand the contact force
is zero for no contact (δ > 0) and that on the other hand no tensile normal forces are applied
to rotor and stator. The relevant contact parameters are thecontact stiffnesskC and the contact
dampingbC . Energy is dissipated only during the restitution phase.
A different way to describe the contact of rotor and stator isthe kinematic contact condition

rR − rS = s
1 − iµ√
1 + µ2

FC

|FC |
, (12)

which is only valid if rotor and stator are in continuous contact.
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3 ANALYTICAL APPROXIMATE SOLUTION

To solve the rotor and stator equations (2, 6) dual-frequency approaches for the complex
rotor deflectionrR(t), the complex inclinationφR(t), complex stator deflectionrS(t) and the
complex contact forceFC(t)

rR(t) = r̂RΩ e
iΩt + r̂RΨ e

iΨt

φR(t) = φ̂RΩ e
iΩt + φ̂RΨ e

iΨt

rS(t) = r̂SΩ e
iΩt + r̂SΨ e

iΨt

FC(t)= F̂CΩ e
iΩt + F̂CΨ e

iΨt

(13)

are made. The synchronous part of the approach is characterized by the termeiΩt and the part
oscillating with the backward whirl frequency is marked byeiΨt. If inserted into the equation
of motion for the rotor Eq. (2) this approach yields

[
K − Ω2M + iΩ(B+G)

]
q̂RΩ e

iΩt+

+
[
K − Ψ2M + iΨ(B+G)

]
q̂RΨ e

iΨt = (f̂U + f̂CΩ)eiΩt + f̂CΨe
iΨt ,

(14)

and for the stator Eq. (6) it yields

[kS − Ω2mS + iΩbS ] r̂SΩ e
iΩt+

+[kS − Ψ2mS + iΨbS ] r̂SΨ e
iΨt = F̂CΩ e

iΩt + F̂CΨ e
iΨt .

(15)

Now the kinematic contact condition Eq. (8) can expanded in the form

(r̂RΩ − r̂SΩ)eiΩt + (r̂RΨ − r̂SΨ)eiΨt = s
1 − iµ√
1 + µ2

F̂CΩ e
iΩt + F̂CΨ e

iΨt

|F̂CΩ eiΩt + F̂CΨ eiΨt|
. (16)

Separation of the synchronous and the asynchronous frequency components in Eqs. (14-16)
leads to the equations

eiΩt :
[
K − Ω2M + iΩ(B+G)

]
q̂RΩ = (f̂U + f̂CΩ) (17)

eiΨt :
[
K − Ψ2M + iΨ(B+G)

]
q̂RΨ = f̂CΨ (18)

eiΩt : [kS − Ω2mS + iΩbS ] r̂SΩ = F̂CΩ (19)

eiΨt : [kS − Ψ2mS + iΨbS] r̂SΨ = F̂CΨ (20)

for the rotor and the stator. Equation 16 yields with the additional postulation|F̂CΨ|≫|F̂CΩ|

eiΩt : (r̂RΩ − r̂SΩ) = s
1 − iµ√
1 + µ2

F̂CΩ

|F̂CΨ|
and (21)

eiΨt : (r̂RΨ − r̂SΨ) = s
1 − iµ√
1 + µ2

F̂CΨ

|F̂CΨ|
. (22)
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Taking Eqs. (18, 20, 22) for frequencyΨ we obtain the complex transfer functions

HRΨ =
r̂RΨ

F̂CΨ

= −
(k22 − Ψ2Θa) + iΨ(bRϕ−iΩΘp)

det
{
K − Ψ2M + iΨ(B+G)

} =

= −
1

(k11−Ψ2mR) + iΨbR −
k2

12

(k22−Ψ2Θa) + iΨ(bRϕ−iΩΘp)

(23)

and

HSΨ =
r̂SΨ

F̂CΨ

=
1

(kS−Ψ2mS) + iΨbS
, (24)

which are defined to eliminatêFCΨ, r̂RΨ andr̂SΨ in the contact force amplitude

|F̂CΨ| = s
1 − iµ√
1 + µ2

1

HRΨ −HSΨ

. (25)

Due to a real contact force a condition for the backward frequenciesΨn0 can be obtained by
solving the equation (a polynomial of the order of ten)

ℑ{|F̂CΨ|} =

10∑

n=0

anΨn !
= 0 . (26)

Generally, the roots of polynomials with an order bigger than four can not be calculated an-
alytically [15]. This leads to the use of MATLABc© to obtain the potential backward whirl
frequencies. The frequencies have to fulfil certain additional conditions:

1. ℑ{Ψn0}
!
= 0 , because frequencies have to be real

2. |F̂CΨ(Ψn0)| > 0 contact force is always positive (no tensile forces)

3. |F̂CΨ(Ψn0)| ≫ |F̂CΩ| to fulfil the assumption to obtain Eqs. (21) and (22) from Eq. (16).

4 RESULTS

These three conditions exclude most of the ten potential backward whirl frequencies resulting
from Eq. 26. In the Figures 2 and 3 the remaining frequencies are printed as the solid red
lines. They are close to the backward coupled natural frequencies of the rotor-stator system.
Additionally, they match the backward whirl frequencies obtained by numerical simulations
in the time domain of the rotor in contact (blue). Furthermore, the existence of two different
backward whirl frequencies and the fact that there is a transition from one backward whirl
motion pattern to another can be predicted (Fig. 3). In both Figures 2 and 3 are dashed and
dotted grey lines. The dashed lines show the speed-dependent natural frequenciesωnf/b of the
rotor when not in contact. The dash-dotted lines represent the natural frequenciesωRS,nf/b of the
coupled rotor-stator system. The solid lines are the synchronousΩ and the asymptoticΘp/Θa Ω
for the second forward natural frequencyω2f of the rotor with distinctive gyroscopics.
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Figure 2: CAMPBELL diagram for the rotor-stator configuration with the narrow gaps/εM =1.

Figure 2 is a CAMPBELL diagram for a slow run-up with a certain rotor-stator configuration
which is defined by Ehehalt [16], [11] as a ”light stator”. This means that the first natural
frequency of the coupled rotor-stator system in contact reaches resonance in the same frequency
band as the stator without contact. For this specific parameter set, synchronous resonance occurs
at aboutΩ=46.6 Hz due to unbalance excitation. Below the synchronous resonance speed, the
rotor-stator system moves in a backward whirl motion as shown in a previous paper [12]. The
negative frequency corresponding to the backward whirl obtained by the numerical simulation
can be seen in Figure 2 as a blue line. The darker the blue line,the higher the amplitudes
of the rotor. Obviously, this frequency component is very close to the first negative natural
frequency of the coupled systemωRS,1b but in the frequency band between the coupled and
the uncoupled natural frequency. The red solid line represents the backward whirl frequency
component predicted by the analytical method shown in this paper. One can see that it is very
close to the results of the numerical simulation. In the numerical study, backward whirl exists
for higher rotor speeds than the analytical results predict.

Even more impressive is the result for the ”very light” stator (Fig. 3) created by changing the
width of the gap tos/εM =20 and otherwise using the same parameters. This configurationis
characterized by a natural frequency of the stator that is lower than the natural frequency of the
coupled system. Here, according to the numerical simulation, synchronous resonance occurs at
aboutΩ = 42.5 Hz, again for the system in contact showing a distinctive backward whirl. At
a rotor speed of aboutΩ = 70 Hz the motion pattern jumps to another backward whirl motion
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Figure 3: CAMPBELL diagram for the rotor-stator configuration with the wide gaps/εM =20.

pattern with a different negative frequency component. As in the first example, both negative
frequency components are close to the respective backward natural frequencies of the coupled
system and in the area between those and the respective uncoupled natural frequencies of the
rotor. The whirl frequencies predicted by the method shown in this paper are apparent as red
solid lines. They are very close to the results of the numerical simulation and coexist in the rotor
speed range from 42.5 Hz to above 70 Hz. In this rotor speed range, the transition from one
backward whirl motion pattern to another is possible. An criterion for the point of transition is
not evident.

The valid solutionsΨn0 are used to calculate the rotor amplitudes|r̂RΨ| expected during
backward whirl. Fig. 4 shows a comparison of the numerical and analytical results for the
second rotor configuration. The gray lines are the result of the numerically simulated run-up
of the rotor. The resonance peak is visible at 42.5 Hz as well as the large amplitudes due to
backward whirl in the whole rotor speed range from about 20 Hzto 150 Hz. The thick black
lines are the amplitude predictions obtained from the analytical approximation. The predicted
amplitudes are smaller than the amplitudes obtained numerically. This can be attributed to the
neglecting of the synchronous motion due to unbalance excitation throughout the whole rotor
speed range. The general shape of the rotor amplitudes during the run-up is predicted nicely.
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Figure 4: Rotor amplitudes for the rotor-stator configuration with the wide gaps/εM =20.

5 CONCLUSIONS

The method explained in this paper allows the prediction of backward whirl motion patterns,
frequencies and amplitudes for rotor-stator contact for rotors with distinctive gyroscopic effects.
The results for the negative frequency components match theresults of numerical simulations
made in a previous paper [12]. Frequency areas for the appearance of transitions between
motion patterns can be derived. A comparison between the results of a numerical simulation
and the developed semi-analytic approach was drawn. Looking at the rotor amplitudes expected
during backward whirl it shows that a reliable amplitude prognosis can only be obtained by the
numerical simulation of the rotor-stator system.

The next steps are finding the exact transition frequencies and conditions for the transition
from one motion pattern to another for the gyroscopic rotor-stator system.
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